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SUMMARY 
Minnesota's dairy industry has been undergoing major market changes in 
recent years. One of the most signiflcant is an organizational change toward fewer 
but larger processing plants, resulting fi·om new developments in processing tech-
nology, changes in milk assembly, mergers, and other causes. For instance, the 
state's creamery industry has been almost completely restructured with only 123 
plants remaining in butter production at the end of 1970 compared with 865 in 
1940. 
This study was designed to provide cost information which would be useful in 
planning for adjustments to new technology and changing plant size in the butter-
nonfat dry milk industry. It provides partial answers to the following questions: 
(1) What type of processing plants are economically most efficient? (2) What type 
of bulk milk assembly is most efficient? and (3) How large should a dairy plant be 
to assure economic efficiency, considering both milk assembly and processing? 
The study develops longrun average cost curves for two butter-powder proc-
essing systems and two bulk milk assembly systems. The processing systems are 
( l) system I, a large butter-powder plant system in which each plant receives 
whole milk and processes it into butter and nonfat-dry milk, and (2) system II, a 
combination of specialized drying plants and· a lesser number of large butter-
powder plants. In system II the specialized drying plants dry the skim milk and 
ship their cream to a butter-powder plant which has a ve1y large butter churning 
and printing department and facilities which may utilize the cream supplied by 
several milk plants. 
The milk assembly systems are (l) a bulk assembly system in which all milk is 
hauled directly from farm to plant, and (2) a bulk assembly system in which milk 
is hauled directly to plants from nearby producers, but milk from more distant 
producers is first assembled at milk receiving stations and then transshipped to the 
processing plants. 
The economic-engineering or building block method was used to synthesize 
different plant sizes and different milk assembly route arrangements. In the case of 
processing, a cost curve for each plant or department was estimated from the syn-
thesized plants and a longrun average cost curve was estimated from the sh01trun 
('Ost curves of the individual plants. 
In the case of milk assembly, the cost of operating average milk routes was 
('stimated for average size milk producers for four milk production densities. The 
route hauling costs were converted to milk assembly costs by specifying a diamond-
shaped supply area around a plant and locating the routes within various size 
supply areas. The indirect milk assembly costs were estimated by synthesizing a 
hulk receiving station and semi-trailer truck milk hauling costs. 
This study shows that there are significant economies to size in butter-powder 
processing. New technologies currently being introduced and considered in this 
sludy are resulting in even more of these economies than have been achieved in 
the past. In addition, the switch to bulk milk assembly methods has, where adopted, 
diminished the restricting effect of can milk assembly costs. 
The analysis shows that volume of milk processed in a given plant is more 
irnportant in reducing costs than the system used in processing. Large butter-
powder plants (system I), 300 million pounds or more of milk annually, are slightly 
r.10re efficient than a combination of specialized drying plants and a smaller num-
hc'r of butter-powder plants that also process the cream from these plants (system 
ll ). Also, a direct farm-to-plant bulk milk assembly system has cost advantages over 
"'l assembly system involving the use of bulk milk receiving stations. 
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Processing Costs in the 
Butter-Dry Milk Industry 
G. M. Nolte and E. Fred Koller 0 
INTRODUCTION 
Minnesota leads the 50 states in production of butter and nonfat-dry milk. In 
1970 Minnesota dairy plants produced 299 million pounds of butter and 487 
million pounds of nonfat-dry milk. These two jointly produced products used about 
70 percent of the state's annual production of whole milk. 
From 1900 to 1960 the creame1y industry structure in Minnesota was charac-
terized by numerous small butter plants designed to serve a small milk supply area 
(5 to 10 mile radius). Plants with an annual butter output of 200,000 to 500,000 
pounds were predominant. 
Changing Dairy Market Structure 
The dairy marketing structure of Minnesota changed dramatically in the last 
5 to 10 years. Economic and technical conditions once important in the develop-
ment of the small local creamery have shifted and now favor much larger process-
ing units. There are already several dairy plants in the state producing over 15 
million pounds of butter per year. These plants have a milk supply area that may 
extend over several counties. Current research indicates that" there may be econo-
mies to size that extend even beyond these very large volumes of output. 
The structure of the dry milk industry also has changed from relatively small 
plants to much larger units, some of which produce over 25 million pounds of 
powder a year. However, the change has been much less pronounced than it was 
for the creamery industry because milk drying in the state became important more 
recently and the original plants were relatively large. 
The size of the local creamery was initially limited by milk assembly patterns 
set by horse and wagon transportation. Before this system of marketing became 
obsolete, about 865 local creameries were in operation in lVlinnesota in 1940. At 
the end of 1970 there were 123 butter-manufacturing plants in the state and th<' 
number continues to decline. 
The introduction of farm trucks and better roads increased the effective milk 
assembly area of the local creameries. At the same time improved and larger cream 
separators, churns, and vat pasteurizers encouraged the development of larger 
creameries. These factors started the trend to fewer and larger creameries. 
The introduction of skim milk d1ying equipment and the development of a 
market for nonfat-dry milk, especially during and after World War II, created a 
• G. M. Nolte is a former research assistant, University of Minnesota, and currimtly assistant professnr, 
University of Wisconsin, River Falls, and E. Fred Koller is a professor, Department of Agricultural ar.d 
Applied Economics, University of Minnesota. 
The authors acknowledge with appreciation the generous cooperation of the managers of butter-powd..r 
plants, dairy equipment dealers, dairy technologists, engineers, and others in the Industry who supplied 
the basic data for this study. 
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demand for whole milk deliveries at dairy plants rather than farm separated cream 
alone. This shifted cream separating from the fmm to the creameries. The creamer-
ies in turn sold the skim milk to specialized drying plants. Drying technology made 
it uneconomical for each small creamery to have its own drying facility. The whole 
milk was assembled and delivered to the creameries in 10-gallon cans. The skim 
milk was then transferred to the larger drying plants in bulk tank trucks. 
The continued improvement in roads and trucks and dairy processing equip-
ment designed to handle larger volumes of milk, encouraged the expansion of 
plant size and milk assembly areas. This encouraged the specialized drying plants 
to take on the additional task of churning the cream thus bypassing the local 
creamery. Some local creameries closed, others became receiving stations for milk 
in cans, then shipping it on in large bulk trucks to the emerging butter-powder 
plants. 
After World War II, on-farm bulk milk storage tanks became a reality. The use 
of bulk milk hauling from the farm hwored the expansion of farm-to-plant assembly 
areas even more distant from the processing plants than before. This, together with 
ever increasing economies to size in processing, resulted in still larger butter-
powder plants and the rapid exit of the local creamery. 
During this whole development period, butter was shipped in bulk (64- or 
68-pound boxes) to wholesale butter companies, regional marketing cooperatives, 
and other assemblers for consumer packaging and distribution. Few of the local 
processing plants had enough butter to justify their own consumer packaging 
facilities. 
Recent technological developments in butter-making, including the continu-
ous churn and coordinated high speed butter packaging equipment, have encour-
aged a shift to consumer packaging at country processing points. This has been 
another factor favoring still larger processing plants. Although the initial invest-
ment in butter printing equipment and facilities is high, the high capacity of the 
equipment can result in low per unit costs if sufficient volume is available. 
The Problem of Operational Efficiency 
Just how much milk volume should a modern butter-powder plant have to be 
economically efficient? This question is being asked by dairy plant r:nanagers and 
dairy leaders as they try to adjust to the technical and economic conditions m1der-
ly·ing the changing structure of the industry. The question is not simply what 
volume leads to efficient operation of a plant. The optimum organization for mini-
mizing marketing costs depends on the cost of assembling the milk from the fmms 
as well as plant processing costs. A large plant will not be an efficient means of 
marketing milk if the cost of assembling the milk at the plant is prohibitively high. 
The type of processing plant also must be considered when dete1mining the 
kast-cost system of marketing milk in the butter-powder industry. Butter and 
pnwder are jointly produced products, but they need not be processed in the same 
plant. Initially, drying was done in specialized drying plants. As economic condi-
ti.ms changed, plants producing both butter and powder emerged as the most 
c'··onomical processing system. The question now is being asked, "'Will economies 
t< · size in butter churning and printing encourage some plants to separate milk, 
cl:·y the skim, and ship the cream to what might be called super butter plants?" 
These super butter plants would receive locally produced whole milk as well as 
cream from one or several drying plants. The motivation for such an organization 
li · ·s in the lower cost of assembling cream versus the cost of assembling whole milk 
tu get the cream. The per unit cost of assembling smaller volumes of milk in 
51 1aller drying f~1cilities and shipping the cream to larger chuming facilities may 
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be lower than the per unit cost of assembling larger volumes of milk in larger 
butter-powder plants. 
The question of least-cost type and volume of processing plant is further com-
plicated by the organization of milk assembly systems. There is little question that 
in the immediate area surrounding a processing plant the least-cost method of milk 
assembly is direct farm-to-plant hauling. However, as the milk assembly area ex-
pands, a possible alternative is assembling from the f<um to milk receiving stations 
and transshipping the milk in large semi-trailer bulk trucks. There is ample evi-
dence in the industry to suggest that this may be an economical alternative to 
direct farm-to-plant assembly of all the milk. If milk receiving stations prove to be 
economically feasible, it seems logical that large butter-powder plants will be the 
best alternative processing system. Once the milk is loaded in large semi-trailer 
trucks, the small additional cost of assembling milk in a larger butter-powder plant 
instead of a moderately large drying plant would be minimal. 
The central focus of this study is that of operational efficiency for assembling 
and processing milk in the butter-powder industry. The problems dealt with in 
evaluating operational efficiency of the butter-powder industry are summarized in 
the following three questions: 
1. What types of processing plants are most efficient? Is a large butter-
powder plant or a system of drying plants and a lesser number of super 
butter plants more efficient? 
2. What type of bulk milk assembly is most efficient? Should milk for a 
given processing plant all be assembled directly from producers or should 
milk from the outlying producers be assembled in receiving stations and 
transshipped to the processing plant? 
3. How large must a processing plant system be for efficiency in both milk 
assembly and processing? What volume of milk and what size milk 
assembly areas will be required in the fl1ture to take advantage of the 
emerging dairy processing technology? 
The approach used in this study was to develop longrqn cost curves for ea<.:h 
of the three alternatives mentioned. Then the appropriate longrun cost curves for 
milk assembly and processing were combined and the least-cost system and the 
least-cost volume determined from them. 
The cost curves were developed by the economic engineering method. Data 
were gathered from dairy engineers, dairy equipment sales representatives, pJm,t 
managers, milk haulers, time studies, and other dairy marketing studies. From 
these data, hypothetjcal plants and milk hauling routes were constructed. Cost 
curves were estimated from these synthesized operations. 
ECONOMIES TO SIZE IN PROCESSING 
The existence of economies to size in milk processing has been important in 
the expansion of plant size and the reduction in the number of plants in the dairy 
industry. Large processing plants, properly managed, can achieve lower per unit 
operating costs than smaller plants. This study found this true for specialized buttrcr 
plants, specialized milk drying plants, or combined butter-powder plants. Larger 
plants equipped with larger dairy equipment cost less to purchase per unit of 
capacity and they require little, if any more, labor to operate. 
As new dairy plant technology comes on the market it almost always leads to 
further economies to size. The late sixties brought such innovations as: (1) hi~h 
capacity and almost totally automated evaporators and spray driers; (2) automakd 
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Preparing to load bulk m ilk at a farm. 
powder packag ing equipm ent ; (3) large self-cleaning cream separators; (4) high 
capac ity c:hurns, both batc:h and continuous fl ow models; (5 ) high speed soft butter 
printers; (6 ) totall y engin eered plants wh ere all processes are linked in a continu-
ous fl ow of product and where the labor requirements are reduced to a few super-
viso rs. As these technologies arc more fu lly adopted by th e indust1y, economies to 
size will he even more pronounced and th e trend toward fewer and larger process-
lll g units will continue. 
Restricting Effect of Milk Assembly Costs 
It was indicated earlier that the least-cost size of a p rocessing p lant dep ends 
on the natu re of plant process ing and mi lk assembly costs. Economi es to size in 
process ing can become sav ings in marketing costs only if the cost of assemb li ng a 
ltrger volume of mi lk does not ofl'set the sav ings obtained in process ing (fi gure 1). 
It may be noted that the longrun average process ing cost curve slopes down 
mel to the right, ill ustrating economies to size. The longrun average milk assembly 
··ost curve slopes upward and to th e r igh t. Th e upward slope results from the nec-
•·ssity of obta ining additi onal milk volum e from producers located at ever greater 
< Is tances from the plant. 
The comb in ed processing and assemb ly cost is the total of the individual as-
·mbly and process ing costs. In fi gure 1, the combined processing and assembly 
('Ost curve is the verti cal summati on of th e assembly cost curve and the processing 
t·os t curve. It may be observed that the least cost (point A) on the combined Clllve 
1
' achi eved at a small er vo lum e of op era tion than wh n processing costs alone are 
' ms idered (point B). Because of the increasing cost of assembling milk, known 
'conomies to size in proc:essing cannot all become cost savings. 
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Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
Combined assembly and processing cost 
A 
Milk assembly cost 
B 
Volume of milk 
Figure 1. Hypothetical average cost curves for assembling and processing milk. 
It follows that.new processing technology, which requires large volumes to 
generate cost saving, may not be well utilized because of the assembly cost con-
straint (figure 2). The lower level of the processing cost curve represents new tech-
nology that increases the economies to size. Considering only processing costs, the 
least-cost drops from B to B1• However, considering combined processing and as-
sembly costs, the least cost drops only from A to A1. The rising assembly cost curve 
restricts the effective utilization of the new technology and hence the potential co•;t 
savings are limited as well. · 
The processing of whole milk to butter and powder can very logically be 
divided into two processes: (1) milk separation and skim milk drying and (2) churn-
ing and butter printing. The butter churning and printing operation and the skim 
milk drying operation are distinct operations even in butter-powder plants where 
both operations are performed in one plant. In modern, automated plants the flow 
of product (whole milk equivalents) is coordinated to the capacity and operating 
pace of the drying unit. The separators and pasteurizers are adjusted to provide a 
continuous flow of skim milk to the evaporator-drier complex. 
The butter department is usually not, and need not be, coordinated with the 
drier. The cream must be stored for tempering before churning so there is no tech-
8 
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Table 1. Estimated average processing cost for six sizes of drying plants, butter departments, and butter-powder plants, for 
selected volumes of milk 
Annual whole 
milk volume D.P.t 
I* 
B.D.t B.P.P.f 
II 
D.P . B.P. B.P.P. D.P. 
(million lbs.) . . . . . . . . . . . . dollars per cwt. of milk .......................... . 
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . .583 
50 ................ .494 
60 ................. 435 
70 ................. 393 
78 ................. 367 
95 ............... . 
110 ......... . 
125 .............. . 
140 ............... . 
156 ............... . 
170 ............... . 
190 ............... . 
210 ............... . 
233 ............... . 
.130 
.108 
.093 
.081 
.075 
.713 
.602 
.528 
.474 
.442 
.426 
.395 
.346 
.315 
.292 
.274 
.258 
·The Roman numerals 1. II, Ill, IV, V, and VI refer to the six sizes of plants or departments. 
.092 
.084 
.072 
.065 
.059 
.055 
.051 
t D.P. is the abbreviation for drying plant, B.D. for butter department, and B.P.P. for butter-powder plants. 
.518 
.489 
.418 
.380 
.351 
.329 
.309 
.305 
.285 
.270 
.253 
.240 
.227 
Ill 
B.P. 
.057 
.053 
.050 
.046 
.043 
.040 
B.P.P. 
.362 
.338 
.320 
.299 
.283 
.267 
0 
Table 1 (continued). Estimated average processing cost for six 
powder plants, for selected volumes of milk 
sizes of drying plants, butter departments, and butter-
Annual whole 
milk volume 
IV* ______ V::__ ____ _ 
D.P.t B.D.t B.P.P.t D.P. B.D. B.P.P . 
VI 
D.P. B.D. B.P.P. 
(million lbs.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dollars per cwt. of milk ..................................... . 
210 ................. 257 
233 ................. 242 
250 ................. 233 
2m ................. 2~ 
290 ................. 216 
311 ................. 208 
330 ............... . 
350 ............... . 
370 ............... . 
390 ............... . 
410 ............... . 
430 ............... . 
450 ............... . 
467 ............... . 
490 ............... . 
510 ............... . 
530 ............... . 
550 ............... . 
570 ............... . 
590 ............... . 
610 ............... . 
623 ............... . 
.051 
.047 
.045 
.043 
.041 
.039 
.308 
.289 
.278 
.267 
.257 
.247 
.237 
.228 
.221 
.214 
.208 
.203 
.198 
.193 
.189 
.186 
• The Roman numerals I, II, Ill, IV, V, and VI refer to the six sizes of plants or departments. 
.045 
.043 
.041 
.040 
.039 
.038 
.037 
.036 
.035 
.034 
t D.P. is the abbreviation for drying plant. B.D. for butter department, and B.P.P. for butter-powder plants. 
.282 
.271 
.262 
.254 
.247 
.241 
.235 
.229 
.224 
.220 
.207 
.203 
.198 
.194 
.191 
.188 
.185 
.182 
.179 
.178 
.037 
.036 
.036 
.035 
.034 
.034 
.033 
.032 
.032 
.032 
.244 
.239 
.234 
.229 
.225 
.222 
.218 
.214 
.211 
.210 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
Milk assembly and processing costs 
Processing cost 
Milk assembly cost 
Volume of milk 
A1 New technology 
B Old technology 
s, 
New technology 
Figure 2. Hypothetical average cost curves for assembling and processing milk for 
two butter-powder processing technologies. 
ni<;ml or economic reason for synchronizing the flow of the butter department with 
the skim milk d1ying department. 
Because the drying and churning processes are separable, it is possible to look 
at economies to size for each process. It may be possible to take advantage of 
economies to size in churning and printing by assembling cream from several diy-
ing plants. There are about 8.75 pounds of 40 percent cream per hundredweight 
(cwt.) of whole milk: the remainder is skim milk. Thus, it takes a large volume of 
\Vhole milk to produce a moderate volume of cream. It also follows that the cost of 
·:hipping the cream fraction per cwt. of whole milk is small relative to the cost of 
:hipping per cwt. of whole milk. Thus, the cost of assembling whole milk may 
iimit the size of the drying operation, but the possibility exists for the further as-
sembly of cream to take advantage of unused economies to size in the churning 
md printing operation (figure 3). 
Curve A is the average cost curve for churning and printing butter. It slopes 
·lownward and to the right, exhibiting economies to size. Curve B is the average 
·~ost curve for separating whole milk and drying the skim. It also slopes downward 
•md to the right. Curve C is the average cost of assembling whole milk. It slopes 
'lpWard and to the right, exhibiting the cost effect of assembling from ever more 
distant patrons. Curve D is the vertical summation of cost curves A, B, and C. It 
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represents the combined milk assembly and processing average cost curve f()l· a 
butter-powder plant system. The least-cost volume occurs at V 0 where the average 
cost is P0 . 
Now, how would a system of processing plants where only every third plant 
churned and printed butter fit in'? Curve E is the vertical summation of curves B 
and C. It represents the average cost of assembling whole milk and drying the 
skim. It may be noted that the least-cost point occurs at volume V 1. 
Now if some such drying plants are to ship their cream production to a high 
volume butter department, cost curves must be added f(w shipping and processing 
the cream. Curve F represents the average cost of shipping cream plus the average 
cost of assembling milk and drying skim for milk volume \' 1. Curve F has its origin 
at the least-cost point on curve E and rises slightly. The upward slope of the curve 
results from the assumption that larger volume butter departments will be located 
farther from the drying plant. Curve G represents the average cost of a system of 
plants where cream is shipped from several drying plants to a butter-powder plant 
with a larger butter department. It is the vertical summation of curves A and F. 
The equilibrium volume of the butter department is V 2 whole milk equivalents of 
cream. 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
Assembly and processing cost-two plants 
Po - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - -~--,--__,.------;;- D Assembly and processing cost-several plants 
--------------------- ~---- ~~"=""~-,------
G ; 
Assembly and processing cost-an~ plant .I . • 
Assembly, processing, and cream sh1ppmg cost 
v, Vo 
Volume of milk 
F 
B I 
I 
Churni~g and printing cost 
A I 
Figure 3. Hypothetical average cost curves for ~ssemblin.g a~d processing milk ini.J 
butter and nonfat-dry milk tor two types of process111g organ1zat1on. 
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The way the curves were constructed for figure 3, the least-cost system is the 
combination of drying plants and butter-powder plants with a large butter depart-
ment. Least-cost for this system is P 1, which is less than Po. The curves in reality 
may give results which favor a conventional butter-powder plant system. For ex-
ample, if the assembly cost curve were less steeply sloped, then the butter-powder 
plant system could exploit more of the economies to size leaving fewer possible 
gains for the alternative system with the larger butter depattment. Also, if the 
drying cost curve exhibited relatively more economies to size than the butter de-
partment curve, then the equilibrium volume of the butter-powder system would 
also leave only minor unused economies to size in churning-printing. These poten-
tial savings could easily enough be wiped out by the cost of shipping cream. 
The purpose of this study is to estimate the shape and levels of these curves to 
see which system of milk assembly and processing is least-cost under existing con-
ditions in Minnesota. 
ESTIMATING PROCESSING COSTS 
Average cost curves were estimated for milk drying plants and butter depart-
ments. The basic assumption was made that drying plants might operate entirely 
by themselves but that butter plants would not. The benefit of support facilities 
such as milk receiving facilities, boilers, and offices is great enough to make it 
illogical to locate the butter churning and printing operations away from the drying 
facilities. 
By estimating an average longrun cost curve for drying plants and a longrun 
average cost curve for butter departments, costs are available for butter-powder 
plants or systems of drying plants shipping cream to a large churning-printing op-
eration. For ease of exposition the butter-powder plant system will be referred to 
as system I and the drying plant system with cream shipment to a large butter 
department as system II. 
Costs of Six Plants According to Size 
Six different size drying plants and six different size butter clepattments were 
designed. The maximum capacity of the largest plant or depattment was 623 mil-
lion pounds of milk annually. 1 This plant's volume of milk was consistent with the 
capacity of an 8,000 pounds of powder per hour drier, operating 20 hours per clay 
in the peak milk production season. This volume of whole milk equivalents of 
cream is also about the annual capacity of a 4,500 pounds of butter per hour 
printer. 
The other size drying plants were based on drier sizes of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
thousand pounds of powder per hour. The maximum annual volume of milk for 
··ach of the six plant sizes is 78, 156, 233, 311, 467, and 623 million pounds, re-
:;pectively.2 The six butter departments were designed to handle annual milk vol-
1 In 1972 Minnesota has several plants churning and printing butter with a whole milk equivalent in 
the volume range of the largest plant described here. These plants receive part of their cream supply 
from other specialized drying plants. There are several plants that have the drying capacity of the 
largest plant but none with the skim milk volume to fully utilize capacity. Most other butter-powder 
~]ants in the state have milk volumes somewhere in the range considered here, with the majority falling 
1n the lower end of the range. 
' Implicit in not extending the volume beyond 623 million pounds annually is the idea that multiple 
dners or butter printers offer little if any additional economies to size. 
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umes to match the sizes of the six drying plants. However, the basic continuous 
chum and soft butter printer were the same size in all butter departments. Con-
tinuous churns and butter printers have not been manufactured in a wide variety 
of sizes. 
Table 1 summarizes the average costs for the six drying plants, six butter 
departments, and six butter-powder plants. The average costs are presented for a 
series of selected annual milk volumes for each plant or department size. For each 
size group, average cost decreases with volume. Also, the average cost at maximum 
volume decreases as plant or department size increases. 
The relationship between volume and average cost for a particular plant is 
referred to as shortrun costs. The relationship between volume and minimum aver-
age cost, allowing plant size to vary along with in-plant costs, is refei'red to as 
longrun average costs. The longrun average cost curve or planning curve, as it is 
often called by managers, is the envelope of the shmtrun average cost curves. 
Longrun Cost Curves 
This study's primary focus is on longrun planning; therefore, the longrun aver-
age costs were developed from sh01trun average costs of the six.drying plants and 
six butter departments. Table 2 and figure 4 summarize the longrun average proc-
essing cost relationships. 
The average cost for drying plants declines from $.494 per cwt. of milk at a 
volume of 50 million pounds annually to $.179 per cwt. at a volume of 623 million 
pounds. The average cost for the butter depmtments declines from $.103 per cwt. 
of whole milk equivalents to $.0.32 per cwt., over the same volume range. The 
average cost of the butter-powder plants, the simple addition of the previous two 
average cost relationships, declines from $.597 per cwt. of milk to $.211 per cwt., 
over the same volume range. 
It is evident that the major cost economies occur in the smaller volume ranges. 
An average cost saving of $.294 per cwt. of milk occurs as volume is increased 
from 50 million pounds to 350 million pounds annually in the drying plant. How-
ever, in the volume range 350 million pounds tb 623 million pounds annually, only 
a $.021 per cwt. cost savings occurs. 
Table 2. Estimated longrun average costs for specialized drying plants, 
butter department and butter-powder plants of varying annual milk 
volume · 
Annual whole 
milk volume 
14 
(million lbs.) 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
623 
Specialized 
drying plants Butter departments 
Combined 
butter-powder 
plants 
.............. dollars per cwt. of milk ............. . 
. 494 .103 .597 
.318 .064 .382 
.264 .052 .316 
.236 .045 .281 
.219 .041 .260 
.208 .039 .247 
.200 .037 .237 
.194 .036 .230 
.189 .034 .223 
.186 .034 .220 
.183 .033 .216 
.180 .032 .212 
.179 .032 .211 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
.45 
.40 
.35 
.30 
.25 
.20 
.15 
.10 
.05 
Butter-powder plant 
Drying plant 
Butter department 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
Million pounds of whole milk annually 
Figure 4. Longrun cost curve for a drying plant, butter department, and combined 
butter-powder pI ant. 
The same basic pattern holds for the butter departments. As volume is in-
l:reased from 50 million to 350 million pounds of milk annually, there is an average 
l:Ost savings of $.066 per cwt. of milk. In the range from 350 to 623 million pounds 
t>f milk annually, there is a cost savings of only $.005 per cwt. of milk. 
ESTIMATING MILK ASSEMBLY COSTS 
The basic variables or cost factors on which milk assembly costs were based 
are (1) size of truck, (2) miles driven and average speed, (3) number of stops and 
nvenlge volume of milk per stop, (4) number of loads hauled per day, and (5) 
:'verage time spent at the plant unloading, cleaning, etc. 
This study assumes that all of the milk was collected from farms and hauled 
to processing plants or receiving stations in bulk trucks. Currently some manufac-
turing grade milk in Minnesota is still collected in cans. This method is rapidly 
declining and is soon expected to be obsolete because of changing milk quality 
si:andards. 
Generally bulk milk is collected from farms eve1y other day; each truck route 
includes a specified number of patrons from whom milk is collected. In Minnesota 
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Loads of cream and farm milk waiting to be unloaded at butter-powder plant. 
most farm pickup bulk trucks are single unit models because of rural road and 
farm driveway conditions. For this reason semi-tra il er units are not feasible. Both 
sing le driving axle and tandem driving ax le trucks are used. Single axle models are 
the most common. 
1 ow, the largest number of milk trucks in l\linn esota haul two loads per day. 
This facilitates spreading the fix ed cost of th e trucks over a larger volume of milk 
and provides a reasonable work day for th e driver. However, th ere are exceptions 
to this. The tim e factor may limit use of a truck to one load per day because of the 
distance th e milk routes are from the plan t, the distance between fmm stops (den-
sity of producers), or the number offarm stops (small producers) . 
A Classification Scheme for Milk Assembly Costs 
The cost of assembling a g iven amoun t of a product from some farm location 
to a processing plant can usually be expressed in terms of (1) a fixed and (2) a 
variab le cost ·factor. The fi xed cost fa ctor is th e sum of such cos ts as truck deprecia-
tion , interest on investment, insuran ce, taxes, and labo r for loading and unloading 
the product. 3 The variable cost factor is the sum of variable truck costs such as 
fu el, oil , grease, tires, and labor costs for driving tim e. This vari able cost is ex-
pressed on a cost per mi le basis. Thus, th e more mil es fatms are from th e process-
ing p lant, the higher th e cost of assembling. 
The inclusion of more th an one farm stop per load, as is the case with bulk 
milk assembl y, need not add a great deal of compl exity to this cost relationship. 
The general area of the farm s on a route can be thought of as a source rath r than 
an individual fatm. In this situation the fix ed cost factor is expanded to in lude th 
load ing time on all farms for th e route plus th va riable truck and labor cost of 
driving between fa1·m stops or th e rou te. The variable cos t is based on the mileagt 
driven in go ing from the plant to th e first farm on th e route and from the las t fann 
on the route to the plant. 
3 Labor for loading and unloading milk would be a variabl e cos t if volum e of milk per farm varied. T< 
simplify the a.nalysis , it was ass um ed th at there was an average fixed volum e of milk per farm. 
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Costs associated with individual farm stops or costs incurred between Eu·m 
stops are fixed in nature (for purposes of this study), irrespective of the geographic 
location of the fanns with respect to the plant. It is the variable cost of going to and 
coming from the area of the farm stops on a route, that is crucial in determining the 
optimal size least-cost plant. 
Given this assembly cost relationship, a plant manager can easily calculate the 
cost of assembling milk from any route or the averagP cost for all routes. It is also 
easy for him to calculate the cost of assembling from potential new routes located 
beyond the existing assembly area. If the manager has a goal of minimizing the 
average cost of processing and assembling, he will add routes (or producers) so 
long as the cost savings in processing is greater than the increase in the cost of 
assembling the additional milk. This is comparable to operating at the low point on 
the combined average assembly and processing average cost curve described 
earlier. 
A sometimes perplexing issue related to milk <lssembly costs should he cleared 
up here. It is that of selecting the appropriate method of determining the average 
cost of milk assembly to facilitate cost comparisons. The alternative methods are 
(l) the overall average cost of assembling milk from the entire supply area, or (2) 
the marginal or additional cost of assembling hom the outt'r edge (margin) of the 
supply area. 
In view of economies to size in processing, the appropriate milk assembly cost 
method to use in arriving at the least-cost system is the overall average cost of 
assembling milk from the entire supply are<l. 
Close-to-the-plant producers have a milk assembly cost advantage, but they 
cannot achieve the benefits of lower processing costs associated with economies to 
size without the volume of milk obtained from more distant producers. The more 
distant producers, recognizing this situation, can hold out for a subsidy for milk 
hauling to give them equal returns with closer-in producers. The closer-in produc-
ers should be willing to pay what appears to be a hauling subsidy so long as the 
increase in volume of milk reduces processing costs more than the amount of the 
subsidy. If this is clone, all producers will face the same return at the hrm f(1r a 
unit of milk of the same quality. This is achieved by charging all producers the 
average cost of assembling milk from the entire supply area. If a plant manager 
knows the size and location of milk producers in his milk supply area, he can 
arrange them into routes and estimate the cost of assembling their milk. To esti-
mate an assembly cost nnve, he would first arrange potential producers into groups 
or zones according to distance from the plant. Then he would arrange those pro-
ducers into milk routes, calculate the average cost of operating the routes, and plot 
this average cost against the volume of milk proclucecl by the included producers. 
The foregoing procedure could be repeated at greater and greater distances 
from the plant. The average <tssembly cost arrived at in this process would provide 
a series of points on a gmph relating volume of milk ,mel average cost of assem-
hling the milk. By drawing a smooth curve through these points an estim<lte of the 
relationship between the <Wemge cost of milk assembly and the volume of milk 
processed could be detennined. 
. Under actual milk supply conditions, density of milk production will vary 
from place to place within a potential milk assembly area. The manager will need 
to make some determinations concerning the effective densities of milk production 
in these areas against the density of all milk production. Effective density means 
that not all milk in an area may be available to a given plant because it is being 
drawn off by competing buyers, including fluid milk and cheese plants. 
It must be recognized that some producers in an area may seem to act irra-
tionally and sell milk to other outlets in spite oflower returns. 
In this study these differences in effective milk densities were not included in 
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the cost estimati:m procedure because of the almost limitless possible density pat-
terns. Instead it was assumed that the density of milk production was uniform in a 
given plant area. 
Milk Assembly Costs for Four Densities 
Actually the density of milk production does vary a great deal from area to 
area in the state. Figure 5 shows the density of milk production per square mile by 
counties in l\linnesota for 1970. Based on these data, four different milk density 
groups were selected to estimate assembly costs. They are 260,000, 1.30,000, 
65,000, and :32,500 pounds of milk production annually per square mile . 
7 
6 
42 
77 
. 5 
Data in 
1,000 lbs. of annual milk 
production per square mile 
Figure 5. Milk production by counties in Minnesota, 1970. Source: 1971 Minnesota 
Agricultural Statistics. 
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An average size milk production also was estimated. In 1969 the average 
Minnesota producer shipping manufacturing grade milk in bulk had an annual 
volume close to 260,000 pounds. This volume was used as the average production 
per producer. Assuming this average size producer, the number of dairy farms is 
one per square mile in the 260,000 pound density areas, one per 2 square miles in 
the 1.30,000 pound density and so on for the respective densities of milk production. 
Average routes were estimated for 2,200-gallon single axle and .3,200-gallon 
tandem axle bulk trucks. It was assumed that the 2,200-gallon unit hauled two 
loads per clay and collected hom 22 producers. For 2 months in the spring, when 
the roads are posted for truck load restrictions, three loads a day are required. It 
was assumed that the .3,200-gallon unit hauled one load per clay, collecting milk 
hom 15 producers. For 2 months in the spring these .3,200-gallon units must haul 
two loads per clay. 
The assembly area was assumed to be diamoncl-shapecl with the processing 
plant located at the center. This shape of the assembly area tipped 45 degrees to a 
square road grid results in equal road distances to all road points on the periphery 
of the area (figure 6 ). 
Each set of coordinate points on the periphery of the diamond add up to 
eight, representing the road distance from the plant. 
A tier or zone of milk routes was added around the plant, consistent with the 
diamond shape, and the volume of milk and average cost of assembling that volume 
of milk were calculated. This was clone for succeeding tiers or zones until a volume 
of 623 million pounds was assembled. First, tiers in which single axle truck units 
were used were added and then tiers of tandem axle units were added as this 
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Figure 6. Diamond-shaped milk assembly area for a square grid road system. 
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truck unit became the least-cost method of assembling. This procedure was re-
peated for each of the four milk densities. 
Curves were mathematically fitted to the cost-volume data. The resulting 
average cost of assembling milk curves for the four milk production densities are 
shown in figure 7.4 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
.30 
.25 
.20 
.15 
.10 
~ 
~~ / 
32,500 J.bs.~per squ'are mile 
~ ' ~~ / 
130,000 lbs. per square mile 
260,000 lbs. per square mile 
50 1 00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 625 
Million pounds of whole milk annually 
*Costs assuming variable milk density 
Figure 7. Average cost curves for direct milk assembly for four densities (pounds per 
square mile) of milk production assuming diamond-shaped assembly areas. 
Indirect Milk Assembly Costs 
i\1 ilk can be hauled between two points at lower average costs with large 
semi-trailer trucks than the smaller straight trucks used to assemble milk hom 
farms. If milk routes are located br enough away hom the processing plant, costs 
may be reduced by first assembling the milk in local milk receiving stations and 
transshipping it in semi-trailer trucks to the central processing plants. . 
It was assumed that processing plant managers would expand their direct 
[u·m-to-plant assembly of milk so long as the per unit cost of assembling milk fi·om 
the outer edge of the supply area was less than the per unit cost of adding a milk 
1 Remember these cost curves assume uniform milk density. If, for example, density declined as distanc(' 
from the processing plant increased, the assembly cost curve might take the form of one of the tv.·n 
variable density cost curves (broken lines) in figure 7. 
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receiving station at the outer edge. Indirect milk assembly costs would include the 
cost of hauling milk from farms to the receiving station, the cost of operating the 
receiving station, and the cost of hauling the milk in the semi-trailer units from the 
receiving station to the processing plant. 
The costs of hauling milk fi·om brms to the receiving station were assumed to 
be the same as for similar direct hauling from fmms to the processing plant. 
The operating costs of the milk receiving station were estimated by the eco-
nomic engineering method. The building was assumed to be a simple new struc-
ture that could accommodate semi-trailer and straight trucks. It also included a 
minimal laboratory, an office, and milk storage tanks. It was assumed to be a one-
man operation. Figure 8 shows the average operating cost curve for the receiving 
station. There are economies to size in operating receiving stations just as there are 
for processing plants. Therefore, there is a least-cost volume receiving station based 
on operating costs and assembly costs just as there is for processing plants. It was 
assumed that if receiving stations were needed in assembling milk they would 
enter the system at the least-cost volume level. 
The cost of transporting the milk bt>tween the milk receiving stations and the 
processing plant was based on two previous cost studies of interplant milk hauling. 5 
Comparison of the unit costs of a system of indirect assembly of milk through 
receiving stations with a system of direct farm-to-plant assembly indicated that the 
former method was always the higher cost system, at least through a volume of 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
.20 
.15 
.10 
.05 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Million pounds of milk annually 
80 90 100 
Figure 8. Estimated average cost of operating a bulk milk receiving station. 
' Kerchner, Orval Guy, Costs of Transporting Bulk and Packaged Milk by Truck, Marketing Research 
Report No. 791, Economic Hesearch Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, May 1967, and Thomp-
son, Russell G., "An Approach to Estimating Optimum Sizes of Butter-Powder Plants," Unpublished 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Minnesota, August 1962. 
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623 million pounds of milk assembled annually. The unit cost of expanding the 
direct assembly area, under the uniform density of milk production assumption, 
was less than the unit cost of adding a least-cost volume receiving station at the 
outer edge of the direct assembly area. 6 For example, at the maximum volume of 
623 million pounds, the per hundred pound cost of assembling milk from the outer 
edge of the direct supply area using receiving stations (indirect assembly) was 
$.225, $.260, $.303, and $.365 for the four milk production densities. In contrast 
the direct assembly costs under the same conditions were $.175, $.214, $.262, and 
$.328 per hundred, respectively. 
Table .3 shows the cost per cwt. for assembling selected volumes of milk di-
rectly from the outer edge of the direct assembly area and through milk receiving 
stations also located at the outer edge. If the direct assembly area for bulk milk can 
be expanded in something approximating uniformity in all directions, it is a less 
costly system of assembling milk than adding receiving stations. 
COMPARISON OF MILK ASSEMBLY 
AND PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
Once the least-cost milk assembly relationships were dete1mined, it was pos-
sible to combine them with the respective processing cost relationships. The milk 
assembly costs for the four densities were combined with costs obtained for each of 
two processing systems: systems I and II. 
The estimation of costs for system I, the traditional butter-powder plant sys-
tem, was straightf01ward once the longrun average processing cost curves and the 
least-cost milk assembly average cost relationships were estimated. The longrun 
average processing cost curves for the butter-powder plant system were added to 
the average direct assembly cost curve for each of the four milk 'densities. Table 4 
shows the average cost of milk processing and assembly for system I for the four 
milk production densities and selected annual volumes of milk production. Figures 
9 through 12 show the same relationships in graphic f01m. They also show the 
relationship between volume of milk and distance from the processing plant to the 
outer edge of the asselJlbly area. 
Estimation of the average combined cost of milk assembly and processing 
under system II involved combining costs in several production steps. First, the 
same milk assembly cost relationships used in system I were recorded. To these 
were added the average costs for specialized milk drying plants. To this was added 
a cost relationship for shipping cream between the drying plant and the butter 
processing plant. The final step was to add an average processing cost for churning 
and printing. This average cost depends on the volume of cream processed. It was 
assumed that the butter department for this system had a sufficient volume of 
cream to achieve the lowest cream processing cost developed in this study, $.032 
per cwt. of whole milk equivalent. The combined costs, the average cost of milk 
assembly and processing for system II for selected annual volumes of milk is shown 
in table 4. Figures 9 through 12 show the same relationships in graphic form. The 
relationship between volume and distance between the plant and the outer edge oi 
the assembly area for system II refers to the milk assembly area of the drying plant. 
B The receiving station itself would be beyond the edge of the direct assembly area; the outer edge o' 
the receiving station's assembly area would be adjacent to the outer edge of the direct assembly areo. 
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Table 3. Cost of assembling milk directly from the outer edge of the direct milk assembly area and through milk receiving 
stations located at the outer edge for four milk production densities 
32,500 lbs. 
Annual whole Direct 
milk volume assembly 
Receiving 
stations 
(million lbs.) 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
623 
......................... 
.248 .326 
.274 .337 
.294 .347 
.310 .356 
.325 .363 
.328 .365 
Milk production densities 
65,000 lbs. 130,000 lbs. 
Direct 
assembly 
. ....... 
.203 
.222 
.237 
.249 
.259 
.262 
Receiving 
stations 
Direct 
assembly 
...... dollars per cwt. of milk ... 
.275 .171 
.284 .185 
.290 .196 
.296 .204 
.302 .212 
.303 .214 
Receiving 
stations 
. ................... 
.240 
.246 
.251 
.255 
.259 
.260 
260,000 lbs. 
Direct 
assembly 
Receiving 
stations 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.147 .211 
.156 .215 
.163 .219 
.169 .222 
.173 .225 
.175 .225 
Table 4. Longrun average costs of assembling and processing milk for two systems of butter and nonfat-dry milk production 
for four milk production densities 
Annual whole Milk production density (per sq. mile) 
milk volume 32,500 lbs. 65,000 lbs. 130,000 lbs. 260,000 lbs. 
I* II* II II II 
(million lbs). .................................. dollars per cwt. milk ................................. . 
50 .......................... . .761 .697 .734 .669 .718 .652 .705 .638 
100 .......................... . .580 .557 .547 .523 .526 .499 .508 .481 
150 .......................... . . 528 .519 .490 .479 .466 .453 .445 .431 
200 .......................... . . 506 .505 .465 .461 .439 .433 .415 .408 
250 .......................... . -~ -~ -~ -~ -~ -~ -~ -~ 
300 .......................... . . 491 .498 .445 .448 .414 .416 .387 .387 
350 .......................... . .489 .499 .440 .446 .408 .412 .380 .382 
400 .......................... . . 488 .500 .438 .446 .405 .410 .375 .379 
450 .......................... . .489 .503 .436 .446 .402 .409 .371 .376 
500 .......................... . .489 .504 .436 .447 .400 .408 .368 .374 
550 .......................... . .491 .508 .436 .448 .399 .409 .366 .373 
600 .......................... . . 493 .511 .436 .449 .398 .409 .365 .373 
623 .......................... . . 494 .512 .437 .451 .397 .409 .364 .372 
• Numerals I and II refer to processing systems I and II. 
Figure 9. Longrun 
average cost of as-
sembling and proc-
essing milk for two 
systems of butter and 
nonfat-dry milk output 
assuming milk pro-
duction density of 
32,500 pounds per 
square mile. 
Dollnrs per 
cwt.milk 
.65 
Dollars Per 
cwt. Milk 
.65 
.60 
.55 
.50 
.45 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
Million pounds milk 
28 39 48 56 63 68 73 79 83 88 92 96 100 
Miles to periphery of supply area 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
Figure 10. Longrun average 
cost of assembling and proc-
essing milk for two systems of 
butter and nonfat-dry milk out-
put assuming milk production 
density of 65,000 pounds per 
square mile. 
Million pounds milk 
20 28 34 39 44 48 51 55 59 62 65 68 71 
Miles to periphery of supply area 
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Figure 11. Longrun 
average cost of as-
sembling and proc-
essing milk for two 
systems of butter and 
nonfat-dry milk out-
put assuming milk 
production density of 
130,000 pounds per 
square mile. 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
.60 
.55 
.50 
.45 
Dollars per 
cwt. milk 
.60 
.55 
.50 
.45 
.40 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
Million pounds milk 
14 20 24 28 31 34 37 39 42 44 46 48 50 
Miles to periphery of supply area 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
Figure 12. Longrun average 
cost of assembling and proc-
essing milk for two systems of 
butter and nonfat-dry milk out-
put assuming milk production 
density of 260,000 pounds per 
square mile. 
Million pounds milk 
10 14 17 20 22 24 26 28 29 31 33 34 35 
Miles to periphery of supply area 
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Costs of Two Systems 
Compariso n of th e average m il k assembly and processing costs for systems 
and II reveals th at th e lowest costs are achi eved in th e upper half of th e annual 
vo lum e range and with system 1, th e tradit ional butter-powder p lant system. This 
is tru e for all four milk production d ensiti es. The eco nomies to size in drying skim 
milk are enou gh so that th e volum e of mi lk assembled to a least-cos t volum e p lant 
provides enough cream to achi eve most of the economi es to size in churning and 
p rinting . Jn th is stud y the cost of sh ipp ing c ream between p lants was greater than 
th e cost sav ings in p rocess ing th e cream in a larger butter d epartm ent. 
Althou gh system I is lower cost than system ll in th e upper or la rger volum e 
range, th e diffe rence is small. F or example, average cost at th e least-cost volum e 
of 500 mi ll ion pounds of milk fo r system 1 for a mi lk production d ensity of 65,000 
pounds pe r square mil e is $.4.36 pe r cwt. Th e average cost under system II at th at 
vo lum e and d ensity is $ .-!47 p er cwt. o r j ust a litt le over one cent p er cwt. higher. 
Thi s same general re lati onship between th e two systems exists fo r th e oth er three 
mi lk proclu<:t ion densiti es. 
An examina tion of costs in th e lower (small er ) volume range shows th at at 
these vo lum es system II achi eves lower average costs. For exampl e, at 100 mi ll ion 
po unds of mi lk annuall y for a milk produ ction d ensity of 65,000 pounds per square 
mile, tlw average cost of system I I is $.52, 3 cents less th an system I. T here are a 
number of manufactu ring mi lk p lants in the sta te that fall in thi s volum e range. In 
the shortrun , the period in wh ich it doesn't pay to discard major pi eces of equip-
ment o r plant, the less cost ly strategy would be to sell cream to or have it custom 
churn ed in a large butter churn ing and printing d epartm ent in anoth er plant. 
This does not change th e longrun least-cost solution of large butter-powder 
plants. It simp ly has imp lications on how best to move toward th at pos ition. T able 
4 shows th a t th e volum e of milk processed in a g iven p lant is much more important 
in reducing cost than th e processing system used . For exampl e, th e average cost 
·Aaking weight check of butter coming from a soft butter printer. 
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for system I at a milk density of 65,000 pounds, drops from $. 73 per cwt. at a 
volume of 50 million pounds a year, to $.44 at a volume of 350 million pounds or 
a savings of about $.30 per cwt. On the other hand the saving between the two 
systems amounts to only 1 cent for much of the volume range. 
Another observation fl·om table 4 is the large volume range over which least-
cost occurs. For example, for the 65,000 pound density a least-cost of $.44 per 
cwt. is obtained at a volume of 350 million pounds and remains at that level 
through the remainder of the volume range. This implies that there is a large vol-
ume range over which processing cost savings that result from increased volume is 
matched by increased costs of assembling that volume. 
Remember these results follow from the assumptions of the study. Important 
among these are the assumptions of uniform milk density and the uniform method 
of expanding the assembly area in all direction from the basic drying plant. The 
larger the milk assembly area, the less valid these assumptions become. 
Therefore, specific conditions existing in the area of a plant will need to be 
explored as a manager considers expanding the milk supply area. However, plan-
ners should be thinking in terms of processing plants and assembly areas with vol-
umes of 300 million pounds of milk or more a year if they want to minimize the 
cost of milk assembly and processing. 
In this analysis of butter and nonfat-dry milk systems in which the newest 
technologies were used, the lowest costs per unit of milk were achieved at much 
larger volumes than under older technologies in use in recent years. This has im-
poitant implications in the changing organization of the industry toward fewer and 
larger plants. 
Over the years with the gradual introduction of new technologies and process-
ing at larger volumes per plant, per unit costs of manufacturing butter and powder 
in i\linnesota plants have slowly declined or held about even in given plants. This 
has occurred even though cost rates for labor, fuel supplies, and other inputs have 
increased sharply. Productivity in the state's butter-nonfat d1y milk industry has 
shown substantial improvement with significant benefit to producers and consum-
ers of dairy products. 
PROSPECTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This study shows that there are significant economies to size in butter-powder 
processing. This has. important implications for the future overall organization and 
operation of the dairy manufacturing industry in Minnesota. Larger but fewer 
dairy manufacturing plants will be needed as the improved technologies are 
adopted and the economies to size are exploited. As the changes are made, plant 
efficiency can be improved and the unit costs of operation reduced. This should 
result in increased returns to dai1y fmmers who market their milk through butter-
powder plants. Consumers of daily products also will share in the improved effi-
ciency of the indust1y. 
Further, the study results show that it would be economically feasible tc 
process all of Minnesota's output of butter and dry milk in 15 to 20 large butter 
powder plants. These plants would each process 12 to 24 million pounds of butte 
and 25 to 50 million pounds of nonfat-dry milk annually. In contrast, under th< 
system of butter and dry milk manufacture prevailing in the state at the end o 
1970, 12.3 processing plants were in operation. Forty-nine of these were butter 
powder plants and 74 were smaller specialized butter manufacturing plants. Th< 
annual output of butter averaged about 2.5 million pounds per plant and the out 
put of d1y milk about 10 million pounds per plant. Costs per unit of output wer· 
relatively high in many of these plants. 
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In the last .3 to 5 years th e process of adjustment and reo rganization of the 
dairy manufacturing industry has been accelerated by num erous dairy firm mergers 
into the three large dairy super-cooperatives now se1v ing th e state. As th ese co-
operatives absorb local dairi es, they often close them and d ive1t th e mi lk into th eir 
own large r process ing p lants. The remaining plants can then achieve furth er econo-
mies with the additional volume of milk. The large super-cooperatives are generally 
in a better position to make th e organizational changes needed to concen trate the 
ind ustry. Generally th ey have the broader capital base needed to acquire small er 
plants, close th em if necessary, and make other p lant changes. 
In view of the technologies available and trends underway it may b e pro-
jected that 'lin nesota's butter-powd er p lants are likely to number 30 to 35 by 
1975. By 1980 the number and size of these plants may reach the optimum organi-
zation level of 15 to 20 p lan ts estimated in this st~dy. In each period-1975 and 
1980-it is likely th ere will remain a limited number of trad itional small specialized 
butter p lants. By 1980 th ese plants may number 15 to 25. Generall y, th ese wi ll be 
plants of indep endent dairy cooperatives not choosing to affi liate with th e major 
super-cooperat ives operating in th e state. 
The ou tl ook is th at by 1980 th e hard p roducts sector of 1\ linnesota's da iry 
manufacturing industry also wi ll include an increased number of cheese pl ants. 
These could number about 20 to 25 plants, each producing 8 to 20 mi llion pounds 
of cheese annually. Thi s projection is based in part on the expanding demand for 
cheese and relatively favorable prices for thi s dairy p roduct. 
Packaging dry milk 
in 50-pound bags. 
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This study also states the need for adjustments and reorganization of hmn 
milk pickup and assembly to accompany the shift toward larger processing plants. 
Currently the per cwt. costs of milk pickup and assembly are at record highs be-
cause of high truck and wage costs, excessive overlapping of milk routes, poor 
planning, outmoded milk receiving stations, and other reasons. This study indi-
cates that in the lowest cost milk assembly systems, relatively few milk receiving 
stations are necessary. In January 1972 there were 233 milk receiving stations in 
operation in the state. ivlost of these stations are old creameries that have discon-
tinued manuf~1eturing butter and are costly to operate. Indications are that many 
of these receiving stations will be closed in the years just ahead. 
This study projects that by 1980 there may be only 25 to 30 milk receiving 
st<ltions remaining in the state. This represents a further rationalization of the dairy 
marketing system of the state in the future. Improvements in farm milk pickup and 
assembly systems could readily net dairy farmers of the state savings averaging 20 
to 25 cents per cwt. of milk marketed. 
As a result of expected adjustments to changing technologies, potential econo-
mies to size, market conditions, mergers, and other factors, this study projects that 
the hard products manufacturing sector (butter, dry milk, cheese) of the ivlinnesota 
dairy industry may be structured about as follows by 1980. Some 50 to 70 hard 
products processing plants may remain in operation compared with 189 at the end 
of 1970. When milk receiving stations are included, there may be 75 to 100 plants 
serving the indushy compared with 413 at the end of 1970. As indicated, such a 
restructuring of the industry should result in significant reductions in milk handling 
and processing costs and bring producers substantial improvements in the return 
on milk they market. Some key f~1ctors in the attainment of these goals are even 
greater proficiency of dairy firm management and the active cooperation of in-
formed dairy producers. 
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